
Rowseed XXL
Heavy duty single row seeder for no-tillage  
application, tractor mounted.

The Rowseed XXL was specifically designed for minimum and no-till seeding 
of seeds from a single ear and/or single plants, and thus supports compari-
sons between ears or their progeny. 

The particularly robust frame allows for the use of no-till openers in combina-
tion with coulters and fertilizer openers, as well as combinations of multiple 
distribution systems. The modular system with its various options allows you to 
customize the planter for the most diverse applications.

Your benefits summed up:

■■ Minimum and no till seeding of single rows even under difficult soil condi-
tions through the use of various opener systems as well as add-on weights

■■ Easy and safe operations thanks to a clear-cut layout
■■ Easy track width and row spacing adjustment
■■ Wide range of application thanks to a variety of feeding options such as 
magazine systems, central seed distributor, single funnel and the  
combi nation with belted cone for drill seeding
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We reserve the right to make technical alterations.

Technical Data

Basic machine

Attachment options 3-point hydraulic system on tractor

Row numbers 2 - 8 rows

Row spacing From 12.5 cm depending on opener type

Track width 1250 - 1900 mm, adjustable

Tires 7.60-15 Impl-R 8PR

Feeding of the seed distribution system

Single funnel One filling funnel per row

Central seed distributor Seed is distributed over multiple rows

Magazine Seed is filled into a 4 or 6-row magazine and sowed fully automatically

Combination with belted cone In addition to the single-row feeding, a belted cone (Ø 290 mm) for drill sowing can be mounted

Opener systems

Double disk opener ACRA PLANT, GREAT PLAINS, LEMKEN and others upon request

Dimensions

Measurements
Length: 2000 mm
Width: 2550 mm
Height: approx. 2000 mm

Weight Approx. 1500 - 2000 kg, depending on features

Options

Measuring wheel, spring tine harrow, wind and rain protection cabin, cable trip system, special equipment for grass and fine seeds, micro-granu-
late spreader, row marker, fertilizer spreader with fertilizer opener
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